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Abstract— Providing Quali ty of Service (QoS) for Internet-
based video streaming applications requires the server and/or
client to be network-aware and adaptive. We present a dynamic
rate and quali ty adaptation algor ithm where the server var ies its
sending rate (without varying the quali ty level) to adapt to the
network and client conditions and only as a last resor t, does qual-
ity adaptation. We place the adaptation logic at the client since it
has better knowledge about both the demand (buffer conditions,
var iable bit-rate requirements) and supply (network conditions).
Our approach is unique because the server’s sending rate is
calculated based on the client’ s varying demand (consumption
rate) and the network status. Also, we do not model the network
as a black-box but instead augment endpoint observations with a
feedback from the network to represent its status more precisely.
To makean informed adaptation decision, the client requires sizes
of all frames in the var iable bit rate video. But the overhead
involved in sending this metadata is significant. So we propose a
lossy compression technique to reduce the amount of control
information and consequently the overhead. We also present
a scheduling algor ithm, DART(Dynamic Scheduling Algor ithm
for Reduced Trace delivery), to deliver the compressed control
information to the client. This algor ithm can be used to deliver
any form of metadata (like subtitles, alerts etc), especially in
applications like IP-TV. Simulations show that the proposed
techniques can significantly improve user perceived QoS when
compared to other popular adaptation methods.

Index Terms— Rate adaptation, QoS, underflow curve, trace
compression, metadata delivery, IP-TV

I . INTRODUCTION

Internet based video streaming applications like IP-TV,
video-conferencing, video classrooms etc. are gaining in-
creased popularity and are being widely deployed [1], [2].
In these applications, the server transfers the requested audio-
visual content to the client as a continuous stream and the
client consumes the data as it arrives. Such multimedia appli -
cations have stringent timing requirements for data consump-
tion. The client can use a media unit only if it is delivered
on time. This requirement imposes bandwidth, delay and loss
demands on the underlying network that is responsible for
delivering the data. But in a best effort network like the
Internet, network parameters such asdelay and bandwidth vary
unpredictably providing no guaranteeon timely delivery. This
mismatch forms the fundamental challenge in streaming video
over the Internet.

A widely accepted technique to counter this challenge is
network-aware demand adaptation. Network aware applica-
tions sense the varying resource availabilit y and accordingly

adapt their demands. [3] proposes a framework for network-
aware applications to provide end-to-end Quality of Service.
Network aware adaptation mechanisms operate in two distinct
steps. a) Evaluate the status of the network. b) Based on
this evaluation, perform adaptation, that maximizes the user
perceived quality. One of the key contributions of this paper
is such an adaptation technique for video that is not only
network-awarebut isalso consciousof thequality at the client.

Many methods have been proposed to track the rapidly
changing network conditions. A popular approach is to model
the network as a black box and use end-point observations like
packet lossratio, arrival rate etc. to decide the network status.
We argue that with more information about the network, finer
adaptation decisions can be made to maximize the perceived
quality. We employ a simple ECN-like mechanism [4], at the
core routers, to gather backlog information and hence do not
impose considerable control overhead.

The adaptation steps should maximize the user QoS for the
given network conditions. This means that frequent changes
in quality should be avoided and playback at the client should
be continuous. The proposed adaptation algorithm strives to
ensure both. The problem is further complicated for variable
bit-rate (VBR) video where the bandwidth demand of the
client varies over time. Hence the proposed strategy uses
information about the network, current buffer occupancy at
the client and future requirement of the video to make fine-
grained adaptation decisions.

To estimate thebandwidth requirement, our schemerequires
video-specific metadata; in particular sizes of all frames in
the video. This requirement poses two challenges: 1) The
amount of metadata required for typically accessed video
streams, like movies, is high and hence causes considerable
overhead. 2) Delivering the control data to the client poses
unique challenges like time-sensitivity, reduced startup delay
and controlled bandwidth overhead.

To address the first problem, we propose a lossy com-
pression scheme to approximate the underflow curve. (The
underflow curve is a cumulative function of the frame sizes
of a video.) Our simulations show that we can reduce the
control overhead by upto 94% without significantly affecting
the adaptation decisions. To tackle the second problem, we
propose ascheduling algorithm called DART. In this scheme,
wedeliver aminimal amount of control data ahead of playback
and multiplex the remaining control data along the media
stream.
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Fig. 1. Unified architecture for video and metadata delivery

This paper makes threeprimary contributions.

• We show that it is possible to dynamically adapt the
bandwidth demand to the network conditions without
always compromising on video quality. (Section III)

• We present a methodto compressthe control information
and hence reduce the overhead involved in its delivery.
(Section IV-A)

• We present a scheduling algorithm, DART (Dynamic
Scheduling Algorithm For Reduced Trace delivery), to
deliver the metadata to the client in a bandwidth-efficient
and network-aware fashion. (Section IV-B)

Figure 1 shows the proposed unified framework to tackle
the issues discussed in the above paragraphs.. The core of
this framework is the adaptation logic which uses the demand
analysisunit (User QoS) andthesupply analysisunit (Network
QoS) to make adaptation decisions. The demand analysis unit
uses the underflow curve supplied by the control data acqui-
sition unit and feedback on user perceived quality to estimate
the amount of data needed in the future. The supply analysis
unit uses the network feedback and performanceprediction to
estimate the amount of data that will be received in the future.
A mismatch between the demand and the supply triggers an
adaptation step. All adaptation decisions are conveyed to the
server, as commands, throughthe command channel.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next
section, we discuss relevant principles of network aware rate
adaptation. In Section III , we present a scheme for dynamic
rate selection followed by a complete rate and quality adap-
tation algorithm. Section IV-A describes our approximation
scheme to compressthe underflow curve. DART, an algorithm
for delivering the reduced traceto the client, is described in
Section IV-B. Section V presents related work and Section VI
concludes the paper.

II . PRINCIPLES OF NETWORK AWARE RATE ADAPTATION

The 3Rate technique [5] shows that with limited additional
knowledge on network conditions, the sending rate of the
video can be controlled to avoid frequent quality changes and
hence improving perceived quality. We use this finding as the
underlying premise in this work. However in [5], only three
rates are used and these rates are chosen in a static fashion
without knowledge of the network conditions. In Section III ,

we point out the necessity of network-aware selection of the
sending rate and present a technique to choose it dynamically.

A. Network Status Evaluation

To adapt to thevarying network conditions, the client should
have fairly accurate information about the network status.
Current network status can be evaluated using two observa-
tions: available bandwidth and network backlog. Available
bandwidth is determined throughend-point observationswhile
network backlog status is obtained by a feedback mechanism.

a) Available Bandwidth : The arrival rate, Ra, is
periodically measured, at the client, using the packet train
technique [6]. The results are used to qualitatively estimate
the available bandwidth, Ba, as shown below:

If Ra < Rs then Ba < Rs

If Ra ≥ Rs then Ba ≥ Rs

where Rs is the transmission rate of the server.

b) Network Backlog: Multil evel ECN (MECN) [7], an
activequeuemanagement strategy, is used to provide feedback
about the backlog status at the core routers. MECN capable
routers define threequeue length thresholds: min th, mid th
and max th. They mark the beginning of incipient, moderate
and severe congestion. During incipient and moderate con-
gestion the outgoing packets are marked with ’10’ and ’11’ ,
respectively. with certain probabilit y. TheECN bitsof a packet
show the state of the most congested router in the path.

B. The 3Rate Adaptation Scheme

Due to varying network conditions, the arrival rate at the
client fluctuates compared to a constant sending rate. The
client’sbuffer isused to cushion thesefluctuations. If the client
experiencesa low arrival rate for considerable amount of time,
starvation may occur and the client is forced to switch to a
lower quality level with lower bandwidth requirements. The
3Rate scheme tries to postpone, and possibly avoid, such a
quality drop by increasing the server’s sending rate hoping
that the arrival rate would consequently increase. However,
the rate increase is done only when there is no congestion
in the network and quality drop is requested when there is
congestion.
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TABLE I

THE 3RATE ADAPTATION SCHEME

Case Ra < Rs ECN Buffer after Adaptation
Value rtt=k frames Decision

1 false 00 wl ≤ k ≤ wh inc. quality
2 true 00 wl ≤ k ≤ wh none
3 true 00 k < wl inc. rate r→ rh

4 true 10 wl ≤ k ≤ wh none
5 true 10 k < wl dec. quality
6 true 11 - dec. quality
7 false - k > wh dec. rate r→ rl

For each quality level there are threesending rates: the high
rate rh, the default rate r, and the low rate rl. The client can
request from the server a temporary switch to either rh or
rl in an attempt to increase or decrease the arrival rate. The
network status and the client buffer occupancy are periodically
evaluated, and either rate or quality adaptation is done as
shown in Table I. Two buffer thresholds, low watermark wl and
highwatermark wh, aredefined to predict thebuffer underflow
and overflow, respectively. Buffer after r tt is the predicted
buffer occupancy (in number of frames) after one rtt (round
trip time). It is calculated by predicting the amount of data
(in bytes) that would be received in the next rtt and mapping
it onto the frames that follow in the play-out order. So it is
assumed that sizes of all video frames are known beforehand.
To summarize, [5] shows that with additional information
about network status, the server’s sending rate can be varied to
maximizeperceived quality. In the next section, we first argue
why choosing a-priori values for r rh or rl is not optimal and
then provide tehniques to choose them dynamically.

III . DYNA MIC RATE ADAPTATION

The 3rate algorithm statically defines three sending rates
rh, rl, r. The client requests the server to send at a higher
rate rh or switch to a lower rate rl based on its buffer
occupancy and network conditions. In Section III- F we show
by simulation results that switching to the statically chosen
sending rates rh and rl may not be optimal. To explain these
observations theoretically, consider the following cases.

Rate increase is requested when buffer underflow is pre-
dicted. But if the pre-determined value of rh is not high
enough, the consequent increase in the arrival rate at the
client may not be sufficient to avoid underflow. On the other
hand, when rh is higher than what is required to avoid
underflow, the client is being unaccountably aggressive in
acquiring bandwidth. Symmetric cases can be found for the
rate decrease case. Therefore, choosing sending rates without
taking the network conditions and the client buffer occupancy
into consideration may lead to sub-optimal results.

In the next two sections we present algorithms that select
rate dynamically for both rate increase and decrease. For now
we still assume that the client knows the entire underflow
curve before playback starts. In Section IV we will present
techniques to relax this assumption.

A. Algorithm for Dynamic Rate Increase

A rate increase is done when the client faces a buffer under-
flow and there is no incipient congestion in the network. The

tcur tcur + rtt tcur + 2.rtt

Slope = 

acur

Slope = 

amin

Fig. 2. Selecting minimum required arrival rate,amin

proposed algorithm dynamically calculates the new sending
rate in two steps. We first find a target arrival rate at the
client, which will avoid the buffer underflow. Then we find
transmission rate that will result in the targeted arrival rate.
The new sending rate is a function of the targeted arrival rate
and the responsivenessof the network and is computed as:

rnew = (1 + Sf )βamin (1)

where: β is the network response index and amin is the
minimum arrival rate required to avoid buffer underflow. Sf

is the safety factor (0 ≤ Sf < 1) to make sure that we do
slightly better than the minimum. Network response index is
calculated as rcur/acur, wherercur is the current transmission
rate and acur is the corresponding arrival rate. Figure 2
shows an example of selecting amin. rnew represents the
minimum transmission rate required for the arrival rate to
reach value amin. The calculations are done at the granularity
of a single frame playback time in a discrete time model
adopted. Specifically, the minimum arrival rate required is
computed as:

amin = max
t1<t≤t2

∑t

i=1
fi −

∑t1
i=1

fi

t − t1
(2)

where: t1 = tcur + rtt, t2 = tcur + 2rtt, tcur is the time
at which the rate increase step is initiated and fi represents
the size of the frame that is played out at time i. Let t̂ be the
value of t for which the maximum is reached in Equation 2.
The length of the time interval for which the rate increase has
to be applied must be no shorter than t̂ − t1. Requesting rate
increase for longer time intervals will make the scheme more
aggressive.

The fundamental aim of the rate increase is to bridge the
gap between the observed and required arrival rate. When the
network is not responsive, the sending rate should be greater
than amin to boost the arrival rate to amin. β quantifies
this degree of sluggishness in the network. The higher the
difference between the sending and arrival rate, the less
responsive the network is to any rate changes and higher the
value of β will be. The requested rate is always the minimum
needed and so the degreeof aggression is under control.

To address a similar problem in a different setting, TCP-
Vegas [8] tracks the relation between observed arrival rate
and expected arrival rate to control the window size. Its
fundamental contribution, over other previous flavors being,
that TCP-Vegas can proactively adapt the window size before
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Algor ithm 1 convertToFrames(data)

1: counter=0; frames=0
2: while counter < data do
3: counter = counter + ftcur+i

4: frames = frames + 1
5: i = i + 1/fps
6: end while
7: return frames

congestion(packet drops) actually sets in. Thisalso avoids to a
certain extent frequent rate oscill ations of the sender. D-Rate
possesses both these characterstics which are very essential
for maintaining consistent video quality in streaming video.
Hence, the philosophy beind the proposed D-Rate scheme is
similar to TCP-Vegas.

B. Algorithm for Dynamic Rate Decrease

A buffer overflow condition typically arises when network
congestion is clearing up and one or more rate increases
were requested in the past. By transmitting at a higher rate,
we possibly send more data into the network than what the
client buffer can handle. This data reaches the client when the
network backlog clears up causing buffer overflow. To handle
this situation, the rate decrease step is used. The client keeps
track of the additional amount of data sent ∆D as compared
to the default transmission schedule with sending rate r. The
new sending rate is calculated as:

rnew = r −
∆D

∆tdec

(3)

and∆tdec is the time for which rate decrease is requested. The
maximum value of ∆tdec is bounded by the predicted time to
overflow. This can be calculated as follows:

max∆t : b(tcur) +

(

r.(
rtt

2
+ ∆t) − ∆D

)

−

tcur+∆t
∑

i=tcur

fi ≤ B

(4)
where b(tcur) is the buffer occupancy (in bytes) at time tcur

when the request is made. fi is the size of the frame that is
played out at time i and B is the size of the client buffer.

C. Algorithm for Quality Increase

After sufficient “ no congestion” history has been built ,
quality of the video stream can be increased. One technique
to increase quality is to request the server to shift to the
higher quality version in a single atomic step [9]. We refer to
this technique as the single step method. We instead increase
the quality of the video in two phases. In the first phase,
bandwidth probing, we conduct rate increase experiments
to check if there is enough available bandwidth to support
the higher quality video. In the next phase, we increase the
quality if enough bandwidth was foundto be available. Doing
quality increase in two phases provides two advantages over
the single step method. Firstly, consider a case wherein the
available bandwidth is not sufficient to support the higher
quality stream. When the single step methodis used, it results

S C

Cross Traffic Source / Sink
ECN enabled route 

node and links

UDP

CBR

VideoServerApp

TCP

FTP app

Null

Agent

VideoClient App

TCP Sink

Cross Traffic 

Flow

Fig. 3. ns2 Simulation Model

in congestion and consequently results in quality drop. Our
method, on the other hand, tests for bandwidth availabilit y
with rate increase steps (without varying the quality). So
when congestion is imminent, the rate is dropped and quality
increase is suspended. The client is unawareof a failed quality
increase experiment. So the perceived QoS is not affected.
Next, [10] shows that by directly shifting to the higher quality
video, the bandwidth demand of the client increases by a
large amount instantaneously. This is unfair to competingTCP
applications that increase their bandwidth demands additively.
So to be fair to competing TCP applications, we increase our
bandwidth demand additively and then smoothly shift to the
higher quality video.

Bandwidth probing: In this phase, the sending rate of the
video is increased by a small step (∆R), for a duration ∆t,
and the result on the network is observed. While there is
no indication of congestion, we repeat the rate increase and
network observation steps until the sending rate reaches a
value greater than or equal to the bandwidth of the higher
quality video (Rnew). However if congestion is indicated, we
immediately suspendthe experiment andremovethe extradata
from the network with a rate decrease step.

The rate increase steps, may cause overflow of the client
buffer because the input rate to the client is increased but
the consumption rate remains the same. So before initiating
the bandwidth probing phase, we check if the client has extra
buffer to support the experiment. Let Rcur be the sending
rate of the video before bandwidth probing is started and let
nexp be the total number of rate increase experiments. ∆D
represents the extra amount of data pushed into the network
due to the bandwidth probing phase.

nexp =
Rnew − Rcur

∆R

∆D =

nexp
∑

i=1

(Rcur + i.∆R).∆t (5)

D. Dynamic Rate, Quality Adaptation

In this section we present a complete adaptation algorithm
that uses the dynamic rate selection schemes described in
previous sections. We first interpret the resource availabilit y
metrics and then proceed to describe the adaptation algorithm
itself.
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1) Network Resource Availabilit y Metrics :

a) Network Backlog: The ECN value in each incoming
packet isused to interpret thenetwork backlog. If apacket with
ECN value is ’10’ is received, it means that the first threshold
is reached in at least one router and hence, rate should not be
increased further. A value of ’ 11’ prompts a quality drop.

b) Arr ival Rate: The current arrival rate is calculated
every ∆t seconds as: ra = (

∑

pi/∆t) where pi is the packet
size. The predicted arrival rate for the next ∆t is calculated
using the exponential smoothing technique. The parameter µ
controls the weight given to history.

r̂a(t + 1) = µr̂a(t) + (1 − µ)ra (6)

2) Client Metric: Buffer Occupancy: The buffer occupancy
is predicted 2rtt into the future based on the arrival rate. The
buffer occupancy after ∆t seconds from the current time tcur

is calculated by adding to the current buffer occupancy, the
differencebetween number of frames expected to be received
and the number of frames that will be consumed in ∆t:

buf(tcur + ∆t) = buf(tcur) + ξ(r̂a ∗ ∆t) − fps ∗ ∆t

and ξ(d) = {max n :

k+n
∑

i=k+1

fi <= d} (7)

where: 0 ≤ ∆t ≤ 2rtt, k is the highest frame index in
the buffer and fps is the consumption rate. The function ξ()
uses the underflow curve (cumulative function of frame sizes)
to translate the predicted amount of data that will arrive to
number of frames. Algorithm-1 shows the pseudocode of the
function ξ(). We predict 2rtt into the future, because rtt is the
minimum time required for the rate change request to take
effect.

3) The Adaptation Algorithm (D-Rate): Periodically, the
client measurestheround-trip time(rtt) andarrival rate(acur).
Based on this, the buffer occupancy after 2rtt is predicted.
When buffer underflow ispredicted and there isno congestion,
the client requests rate change to rnew (dynamic counterpart
of rh in 3Rate) as in Section III- A. For a buffer overflow case,
the client calculates rnew (dynamic counterpart of rl in 3Rate)
as in Section III- B. After sufficient no congestion history has
been built , quality increase is done as described in section
III- C. Other cases are handled as in Table I. When quality
drop has to be done, the level to which quality is dropped
depends on the severity of congestion indicated by the ECN
value. When the client requests a change in the sending rate,

the value of rcur is correspondingly updated.
To summarize, our schemetakes thenetwork andclient con-

ditions into consideration before requesting a rate adjustment.
In the rate increase case, if the network is very responsive, i.e.,
β → 1, then we requested rate rnew → amin. On the other
hand if the network is sluggish, we request a higher rate as β
is high. The rate decrease is a compensation step to remove
the extra data pumped into the network and return the client
to its default schedule.

E. TCP Friendlinessof D-Rate

TCP Friendliness and maintaining constant video quality
are two conflicting, yet important, demands that Internet-based
video streaming applications should address. We highlight in
the following paragraphs some salient features of D-Rate that
make it TCP-friendly. However we point out that there is
scope for improvement of the D-Rate scheme on the TCP
friendlinessaspects (eg. a slow start phase needs to be added).

1. Controlled Rate Increase Steps: A rogue rate increase
step in D-Rate can lead to unfair consumption of bandwidth
and starving competing TCP applications. But DRate ad-
dresses this concern by controlli ng the rate increase in three
fronts: magnitude, duration and frequency. First of all , the
maximum rate that can be requested by a rate increase step is
bounded by a system defined parameter Rmax. Rmax can be
adjusted based on the history/knowledge of the downstream
link characterstics or equation-based TCP friendliness tech-
niques [11]. Next we always request a rate increase for a
bounded duration, set in our experiments to 1 second. Finally,
the effect of a rate increase on the network is carefully
monitored before requesting the next one. This ensures that
the frequency of rate increase is also under control.

2. Pre-emptive Quali ty drop: The rate increase step is
employed only when we have no signs of congestion in the
network. When there are signs of congestion, as observed over
a small moving window, D-Rate requests for a quality drop
(to reduce its throughput by atleast 0.5) in anticipation of a
congestion. This pre-emptive quality drop step strikes a good
balance between being TCP friendly and at the same time
maintaining smooth quality at the client.

F. Evaluation andResults

In this section, we present simulation results to ill ustrate
the salient features of the D-Rate scheme. We also compare
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the performanceof the D-Rate scheme with that of the 3Rate
and the pure quality adaptation schemes under various traffic
and input video trace conditions. The pure quality adaptation
scheme is a generalization of all those schemes [12] [13] [14]
that treat rate synonymously with quality. In this genre of
techniques, adaptation (to network and buffer conditions) is
done only by altering quality. Therefore case 3 in Table I is
handled by a quality drop and case 7 (buffer overflow) will
not occur for a feasible transmission schedule. Other cases are
handled exactly same as described in Table I.

1) Simulation testbed: We use ns2 [15] to simulate our
architecture shown in Figure 1. Figure 3 shows the precise
simulation model that we use in our experiments. The simu-
lation model consists of threedistinct components:

• Video server and Client: The VoD server sends data
at a specified rate over UDP. The client based on the
consumption demand and network status, sends adap-
tation commands to the server through a reliable TCP
connection.

• MECN capable routers: We simulate the network cloud,
shown in Figure 1, with 10 intervening nodes. These
nodes (routers) mark outbound packets using the MECN
scheme as described in Section II .

• Cross traffic generators: We generate UDP cross traffic
in order to explicitly control the bandwidth available to
the video stream. A combination of CBR and poisson
traffic generatorswithin the network cloud generate cross
traffic on intervening routers. The video stream interacts
and competes with the CBR cross traffic at each hopas
shown in Figure 3. We vary the rate of the crosstraffic to
vary the backlog at each router. This indirectly controls
the arrival rate and the congestion level in the network.

2) Scenario-1: In the first scenario, we demonstrate the
network awareness and dynamic rate selection properties of
the D-Rate scheme. The video tracefor MPEG-4 encoded Star
Wars [16] is used in this experiment. The scheme described in
[17] is used to determine the default sending rate of the server.
The underflow curve and transmission plan for this trace is
shown in Figure 4. We increase the rate of the cross traffic
between 55 and 70sec so that the arrival rate at each hop is
greater than the link capacity. This increase builds up backlog
at the intermediate routers and is shown in Figure 5. It can be
observed that the queue lengths do not exceed the minimum
threshold min th and hence there is no risk of congestion.
The influence of the backlog on the arrival rate is shown in

Figure 6. It can be observed that the arrival rate is less than
the sending rate during the period 57-70s.

A dip in the arrival rate causes underflow to be predicted
according to Equation 7. Since there is no indication of
congestion, both the 3Rate and the D-Rate schemes request
rate increase. However the pure quality scheme resorts to a
quality drop. Figure 7 shows the client buffer occupancy for
the 3Rate and the D-Rate schemes. It can be seen that buffer
underflow is avoided in the D-Rate scheme while it happens in
the3Rate case. This isbecause, in the3Rate case, thestatically
chosen high rate, rh, is not high enoughto avoid underflow
for the given network conditions. The pure quality adaptation
avoids buffer underflow (not shown in figure) because the
bandwidth demand of the client is significantly reduced by
dropping the quality level. Figure 8 shows the sending rate
for each scheme and Figure 9 shows the correspondingarrival
rate. The arrival rate for the D-Rate case is significantly higher
than the 3-Rate, in the interval 70-80s, due to higher sending
rate selection. In the pure quality case, the drop in the sending
rate (and consequently arrival rate) at 70s, corresponds to the
quality drop requested.

The D-Rate algorithm initially requests a higher rate and
consequently the arrival rate increases reducing the risk of
underflow. (The safety factor Sf used was 0.1) The subse-
quent rate increases are of lesser magnitude demonstrating the
adaptivity and fairness of the scheme. The four rate increase
steps (of varying magnitude) cause extra data to be pushed
into the network. When the backlog clears, the extra data
reaches the client causing risk of overflow. So a rate decrease
step is required at 92s. The sending rate is dropped to 0.01
Mbps for 1.5 seconds to remove the extra data in the buffer.
Summarizing the results of this experiment: with the D-Rate
scheme, the client does not experience a quality drop (pure
quality scheme) or adiscontinuity in playback (3Ratescheme).
This provides better user perceived quality for the same client
and network conditions.

3) Scenario-2: In the next set of experiments, we analyse
the TCP friendliness of the D-Rate scheme during the rate
increase and quality decrease steps. We attach a TCP-Vegas
source (a ftp application) to the video server node and a
TCP sink to the video client. This setup ensures that the
TCP flow and video stream share intervening bottleneck links.
We increase the bandwidth of links by 0.422 Mbps to ensure
that the TCP flow gets a fair share of bandwidth during no-
congestion periods. First werepeat the experiment in Scenario-
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Fig. 10. Scenario-2: TCP Flow with rate increase
step of D-Rate

Fig. 11. Scenario-2: TCP Flow with quality drop
step of D-Rate
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Fig. 12. Underflow Curve and Transmission plan
for the video:The Firm

1 with the new setup and observe the throughput of the
TCP flow. We observe that the buffer occupancy, arrival rate
and sending rate charactersitcs of the video stream are very
similar what was observed in Scenario-1. Figure 10 shows the
throughput and window size of the TCP flow. We see that
althoughthe TCP throughput drops by a small amount during
the rate increase step (62-69 sec), it regains it pretty quickly
soonafter. Also sinceD-Rate requests for a rate increase only
when there is no evidence of congestion in the network, it
does not cause a reduction in TCP’s window size (as seen
in the upper part of Figure 10). In the next experiment, we
increase the rate of the cross traffic so that the ECN packets
are marked 10. When faced with a possible underflow and
signs of congestion in the network, D-Rate drops the quality
by 0.5 predicting impending congestion (seeFigure 11). The
TCP sender also throttles its throughput rapidly and regains
equally quick. D-Rate tries to smoothen out the rate changes
so as to not affect the quality of the video stream adversely.
After the quality drop, suffient no congestion history needs to
be established before aquality increase can be requested. Also
the D-Rate scheme is seen to be abit sluggish in reducing its
throughput when compared to the TCP flow. The sluggishness
is accounted to the value of the low watermark level wl which
was set to 10 frames. With higher values of wl, D-Rate can
be more reactive in adjusting its rate in such situations.

4) Scenario-3: In this experiment, we further ill ustrate the
behavior of the D-Rate adaptationalgorithm with higher levels
of backlog at the core routers. We simulate network and client
conditions corresponding to cases 3, 4, 6 in Table I and study
the behavior of the D-Rate scheme. We use the video trace
of The Firm in this experiment. The underflow curve and
transmission plan of the video is shown in Figure 12.

This experiment was carried out in threephases. In the first
phase (time period 0 - 75s), the rate of the cross traffic was
adjusted to keep the backlog below the minimum threshold
min th. At around 65s, buffer underflow is predicted and rate
increase is done.(refer Figure 13) It was observed that even
without any (rate) adaptation, buffer underflow does not occur.
But the rate increase action taken by the D-Rate algorithm is
warranted because no information is available on how long
the network backlog may last.

In the second phase (time period 75- 95s), the rate of the
cross traffic is increased further to push the backlog above
min th but below the middle threshold mid th. As a result the
ECN bits of packets leaving the routers are marked ’10’ . The

client understands this as a sign of of incipient congestion.
As the buffer occupancy is healthy (shown in Figure 14),
the client does not perform any adaptation.(refer Figure 13)
Quality would have been dropped if buffer underflow/overflow
was predicted.

In the third phase (time period 110- 117s), the backlog is
pushed higher abovemid th but below the maximum threshold
max th. This is done by increasing the rate of the cross
traffic higher than in phase-2. Consequently, the ECN bits of
outgoing packetsaremarked with ’11’ . The client immediately
requests quality drop on receiving a packet with ECN bits
marked ’11’ . However there is a small delay in the time at
which server responds to the quality change request. This is
because, the quality can be changed only at frame boundaries.
The ECN values and sending rate changes are shown in the
same graph (Figure 13.) to ill ustrate the correlation between
the two quantities.

The 3Rate adaptation scheme behaves exactly same as D-
Rate in phases 2 and 3. However in the rate increase step
of phase-1, the rate rh is set to 1.4 Mbps. Rate increase
is requested twice as in the D-Rate case. But the extra
aggressiveness (total amount of extra data pushed into the
network) is unaccounted for because D-Rate rate selection
algorithm shows that an aggregate lower rate is sufficient to
avoid underflow. The pure quality scheme, on the other hand,
drops quality twice (Phase-1 and Phase-3).

5) Scenario-4: In the following experiment, we demon-
strate the quality increase algorithm in the D-Rate scheme
(refer Section III- C) using the traceof the video, The Firm.
The default quality level has an average bandwidth require-
ment 0.5 Mbps. The next higher level requires 0.75 Mbps and
thehighest quality level hasan averagebandwidth requirement
of 1.0 Mbps. The bandwidth of the server-client path is set
to a value greater than bandwidth requirement of the highest
quality level.

The rate of the cross traffic is chosen such that the band-
width available to thevideo stream is lesser than bandwidth re-
quirement of thehighest quality level. The availablebandwidth
is however sufficient to service the previous quality level.

B(qmax − 1) < Ba < B(qmax)

where Ba is the available bandwidth and B(q) is a function
that provides the bandwidth required for a quality level q.
Quality increase experimentsare started twice(at 40sand 80s)
after building sufficient no congestion history. The increment
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Fig. 15. Scenario-4b: Quality Increase Experiment

amount (∆R) used was 0.025Mbps. Figure 15 shows the
ECN values and sending rates for this experiment. The second
quality increase step is suspended at the bandwidth probing
phase because the min th threshold is reached in atleast
one of the router queues. However, since the second quality
change has not yet been requested, the user does not perceive
failure of the second quality increase experiment. Therefore
the perceived QoS is not affected when a quality increase
experiment fails. To summarize, we see that over a wide
rangeof network conditions, D-Ratescheme can providebetter
perceived quality by leveraging on knowledge of the network,
video and client characterstics.

IV. CONTROL DATA COMPRESSION AND DELIVERY

We saw in the Section III- D.2 that the adaptation algo-
rithm requires the underflow curve. This requirement presents
two challenges. First, the overhead incurred due to sending
this control information can be substantial. For example, the
control overhead (amount of control information/amount of
media data) for Jurassic Park (24MB, 89997frames, 8 bytes
of control data per frame) is 3%. This means that on the
average, metadata consumes 3% of the bandwidth. For small
frames (common in low quality video) metadata consumes up
to 16% when seen ona per-framebasis. Section IV-A presents
a technique to reduce this overhead.

The second challenge is posed by the fact that the control
information, like media data, is time-sensitive. Sending the
entire control information before start of playback increases
the startup delay, which is undesirable. In Section IV-B,
we describe a scheduling algorithm (DART) for interleaved
delivery of the control information and the media data.

A. Control Data Compression

The cumulative function of the frame sizes with respect
to their play-out times is known as the underflow curve. We
approximate the underflow curve with a piece-wise linear
function. The portion of the underflow curve for each pieceis
represented by the pair (Np, Dp) where Np is the number of
frames and Dp is the amount of data contained in the portion
p. A linear approximation is chosen, over a more accurate
polynomial function because the curve fitting process is less
computationally expensive. The server chooses a maximum
tolerable per-frame error ∆e and recursively splits the under-
flow curve into smaller portions until all portions satisfy the

Algor ithm 2 convertToFramesWithReducedTrace(data)

1: counter=0
2: frames=0
3: update(p,C,n);
4: while counter < data do
5: ˆf(p) =

Dp−C

Np−n

6: counter = counter + ˆf(p)
7: frames = frame + 1
8: i += 1/fps
9: update(p,C,n)

10: end while
11: return (frames)

condition |f̂ − fi| ≤ ∆e, where f̂ =
Dp

Np
. is the estimated

frame size.
1) Client Algorithm for reduced trace: The adaptation

algorithm executed by a client converts the amount of data
predicted to be received into the number of frames. (Function
ξ() in Equation 7 and pseudocode convert to frames() in
Algorithm-1) The number of frames np(d) for d bytes of data
belonging to portion p is calculated as:

np(d) = ⌊d/f̂⌋ (8)

As more data is received in portionp, the estimated frame size
can be recomputed for higher accuracy as:

f̂ =
Dp − C

Np − n
(9)

where C and n are the amount of data and the number of
frames already received in portion p, respectively. A modified
version of the convertT oFrames algorithm is shown in
Algorithm-2. The function update(p, C, n) updates the total
amount of data, C, and total number of frames, n, received in
portion p. We refer to the algorithms in Algorithms 1 and 2
as the prediction algorithms.

2) Evaluation and Results: The underflow curve of Star
Wars is approximated into 140 linear regions, thus reducing
the control overhead by 93.4%. The experiment described in
scenario-1 of Section III- F is repeated with the client using
the reduced trace. Figure 16 shows the sending rate chosen by
the adaptation algorithm with the full t race and compressed
trace. The rate increase steps in the reduced trace case is seen
to push more amount of extra data (0.81 Mb) into the network
when compared to the full t race case (0.62 Mb). So the rate
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Fig. 16. Scenario-1 with reduced trace: Sending
Rate (D-Rate)
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Fig. 17. Scenario-1 with reduced trace: Buffer
Occupancy (D-Rate)
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Fig. 18. Scenario-3 with reduced trace: Absolute
error in the output of the prediction algorithm
(Algorithm-2) for reduced traceof The Firm

decrease is applied for a longer duration (1.9 sec). Figure 17
shows the corresponding buffer occupancy for each case.

We repeat the experiment described in scenario-3 of Sec-
tion III- F with a reduced traceof The Firm. The compressed
trace contains 730(Np, Dp) pairs and this reduces the control
overhead by 61%.

The prediction algorithm uses the underflow curve and the
measured arrival rate to estimate the buffer occupancy after
2rtt.(Refer to Algorithms 1 and 2) This estimate drives the
adaptation process as described in Section III- D . Figure 18
shows the effect of the reduced traceon the accuracy of the
prediction algorithm. The y-axis shows the absolute difference
between the outputs of the prediction algorithm while using
the complete trace and the approximated trace. The adaptation
algorithm is most vulnerable when there is a significant
approximation error, in the output of the prediction algorithm,
coupled with an adaptation step. We examine this condition
in the current experiment. Figure 19 shows the sending rates
chosen by the D-Rate scheme for the full t race and reduced
trace cases. We seethat a higher sending rate is chosen during
the rate increase step while using the compressed trace. This
leadsto overall higher buffer occupancy as shown in Figure20.
The error in the chosen sending rate is introduced due to the
error in the output of the prediction algorithm.

Thus, with these experiments, we concludethat it ispossible
to reduce the amount of control information significantly
without adversely affecting the performanceof the adaptation
algorithm. However, the chosen per-frame error ∆e play avital
role in the overall error in the adaptation decisions.

B. Delivery of Control Data

The prediction algorithm (shown in Algorithm-2) uses the
approximated underflow curve (set of (Np, Dp) pairs) to
convert a predicted amount of data into corresponding number
of frames. This prediction drives the decisions made by the
adaptation algorithm as discussed in Section III- D.

A (Np, Dp) pair is required at the client at time, treq,
when the prediction algorithm predicts to receive one or more
frames in portion p. This time treq(p) is called the trace
requirement deadline of portion p. The fundamental aim of
the trace delivery algorithm is to deliver all (Np, Dp) pairs
before their respective trace requirement deadlines.

∀p , 1 ≤ p ≤ n : T (p) < treq(p) (10)

where n is the total number of portions and T (p) is the time
at which (Np, Dp) is delivered to the client.

Sending the entire control data before playback will solve
the problem of timely delivery but increases the startup delay.
For example, sending the control information (2.8799 Mb)
for the movie Jurassic Park, before playback, on a 300Kbps
connection increases the startup delay by 9.5997seconds. This
delay when compounded with the buffering delay associated
with the actual video, degrades the user perceived quality. So
the delivery scheme should not cause significant additional
startup delay.

We list out below essential properties of the delivery algo-
rithm:

i) Deliver control data of all portionsbefore their respective
trace requirement deadlines: The primary aim of the delivery
algorithm is to ensure that control information of a portion is
present at the client before its tracerequirement deadline as
shown in Equation 10.

ii ) Reduce the startup delay due to control data delivery:
The example shown in the beginning of this section clearly
shows that additional startup delay due to control data delivery
should be reduced.

iii ) Dynamically adapt to the network conditions: The client
predicts the amount of data that it would receive in 2rtt. This
predicted amount of data is called the look-ahead window and
isa function of rtt andarrival rate. Hencethe tracerequirement
deadlines, of all portions, are indirectly dependent on the
network status (arrival rate, rtt).

iv) Controlled bandwidth usage: The amount of bandwidth
required to deliver the metadata should not be very high.

C. DART - Dynamic scheduling Algorithm for Reduced
Trace delivery

The fundamental principle behind our approach is to send a
small portion of the control data ahead of playback such that it
doesnot significantly increase the startup delay and deliver the
rest along with the video. So we need a scheduling algorithm
that will plan interleaved delivery of the control data and the
media data. We assume that a very small percentage of the
server’s outgoing bandwidth is available to stream the control
information. We call thisbandwidth as the Control Bandwidth.
and denote it by Rcontrol. Rcontrol is dynamically varied to
suit the network and client conditions.

After delivering the startup video frames, the server uses the
entire bandwidth for a very small duration to deliver control
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Fig. 19. Scenario-3 with reduced trace: Sending
Rate (D-Rate)
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Fig. 20. Scenario-3 with reduced trace: Buffer
Occupancy (D-Rate)
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Fig. 21. Scenario-3 with DART and reduced trace
(Rcontrol = 0.59 Kbps)

data. The remaining control data is sent, in a network-aware
fashion, as described in the following paragraphs. The server
keeps sending the control data at rate Rcontrol. The client
periodically sends a status report to the server. A status report
consists of the following threefields :

• Current size of the look-ahead window (2.rtt.acur).
• Portion number pcur whose control information is cur-

rently being used by the adaptation algorithm.
• Portion number platest whose control information was

received last.
The client also sends a status report to the server, if the

look-ahead window changes by more than 20% since the last
report. The server, on receipt of a status report, checks for the
following conditions and alters the transmission rate of the
control stream (Rcontrol) accordingly, if necessary:

Condition-1: If the look-ahead window has changed by
more than 20% since last report, then the transmission rate
of the control data is increased/decreased proportional to the
increase/decrease in the size of the look-ahead window. The
rate control step is required to ensure that the amount of
control data delivered to the client should be commensurate
with the amount of media data delivered.

Condition-2: If the difference between pcur and platest is
lessthan ∆p portions then, the transmission rate of the control
data is increased bythedeficit amount, for ∆t seconds. (Values
of the parameters ∆p and ∆t control the aggressiveness
of the scheme.) This step ensures a cushion (for control
data) to counter immediate effects of the rate increase step
(causing increase in arrival rate) and rapid changes in network
conditions.

D. Evaluation andresults

In this section, we present ns2 simulation results to ill ustrate
the behavior of the DART scheme. The experiments described
in Section IV-A.2 are repeated with DART being used to
deliver the reduced traceto the client.

The first experiment deals with delivering the compressed
traceof the video Star Wars. The approximated traceof this
video has 140 portions (2240 bytes of control data). So it is
seen that the entire control information can be delivered to the
client before start of playback with neglible increase in startup
delay. However such early delivery is not possible in all cases,
as demonstrated in the next experiment.

In the second experiment, the reduced trace of The Firm
is delivered using DART. The total amount of control infor-

mation is 11680 bytes (730 portions). The startup delay is
increased by 1.2% (0.03716 seconds) and video bandwidth
(0.5 Mbps) is used to deliver the control information. In
this time period, 145 control points are delivered to the
client and and the remaining 585control points are delivered
synchronously with the video. The simulation results prove
that DART possesses the essential properties as listed before

We, first, set the base value of Rcontrol as 0.59 Kbps.
Next, we perform the same experiment with a smaller value
of Rcontrol = 0.53 Kbps. This is to demonstrate how DART
increases thesending rateof the control stream, temporarily, to
maintain a cushion in the amount of control data present at the
client. Both these experiments ill ustrate the network adaptive
property of DART.

a) Rcontrol = 0.59 Kbps: Figure 21 shows the treq

for each portion in the trace and also time at which control
information about each portion is delivered. We can see that
the (Np, Dp) pair of all portions is delivered on time. Figure
22 shows the bandwidth usage for the control data stream. The
value of Rcontrol increases from 0.59 Kbps to 0.594Kbps due
to increase in the size of the look-ahead window. It settles at
0.594 Kbps because the look-ahead window does not change
by a amount greater than 20%. There is an quick increase in
Rcontrol between 60s and 80s due to the rate increase step
(Refer Figure 19). The quality drop between 100s and 120s
causes the consumed bandwidth to drop to a smaller value.
Both the rate increase and the quality drop steps affect the
arrival ratewhich in turn affects the look-ahead window. Large
variations in the look-ahead window are captured by the value
of the control bandwidth ill ustrating the adaptivity to network
conditions.

b) Rcontrol = 0.53 Kbps: In this experiment, the value
of Rcontrol is chosen lower than the previous case. At time t
= 97s, the differencebetween pcur (portion whose control in-
formation is currently being used by the adaptation algorithm)
and platest (portion whose control information was received
last) falls below ∆p which is chosen as 10.(Refer Figure 23)
So a temporary rate increase is employed to maintain the
occupancy of the control buffer above the minimum threshold.
∆t was chosen 5 seconds and Figure 24 shows the rate
increase step.

V. RELATED WORK

In this section, we present a overview of relevant strategies
for network-aware demand adaptation and metadata delivery.
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Fig. 23. Scenario-3 with DART and reduced trace,
Rcontrol = 0.53 Kbps
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A. Network aware adaptation techniques

In a comprehensivestudy on video streaming, [18] identifies
application-layer QoS control or network-aware adaptation
as one of the six key areas. As explained in Section I, any
network-aware adaptationstrategy involvestwo steps. Thefirst
step evaluates the status of the network and decides if a rate
changeisrequired. Thesecondstep actually carriesout therate
change at the server. Network evaluation and rate estimation
techniques can be classified into threebroad categories as in
[18], [19]: receiver driven, transcoder driven andsender driven.
This classification is based on based on where the adaptation
happens. Rate changeof thevideo isaffected byeither scalable
video coding [20], transcoding [21] or a combination of both
[22].

1) Receiver driven: The RLM scheme [9] is a receiver
driven technique wherein the client modifies its bandwidth
demands based on network status. The server transmits a base
layer and multiple enhancement layers of a video over unique
multicast channels. The base layer represents the minimum
quality required to view the video. Clients subscribe to the
base layer multicast and depending onthe available bandwidth
subscribe to one or more enhancement layers. When a client
experiences congestion, it drops a layer and when spare
capacity is available, addsa layer. RLM uses a join experiment
similar to our bandwidth probing phase to decide when to
increase the video quality. However the disadvantage of RLM
is that the adaptation step of adding a layer makes it unfair
to competing TCP connections. This is because by adding
a layer, a receiver increases its bandwidth demands by a
fairly large amount when compared to a peer TCP connection
which increases its bandwidth demands incrementally. This
issue is addressed in ThinStreams [10]. A video layer is split
into several fixed bandwidth thinstreams. So the bandwidth
overhead of a join experiment is considerably lower. Also
in ThinStreams, instead of using loss as a measure of net-
work overload, the differencebetween expected and measured
throughput is used to sense the network load. We use asimilar
approach in determining the network response index, β.

2) Transcoder Driven: In transcoder based schemes, gate-
ways are placed at strategic points in the network to vary
the quality based on the network status in each region. [23]
presents a adaptation framework with strategically placed
smart relays in the network. [24] presents another approach
of adaptive quality adjustment by dynamically transcoding a

pre-encoded version.

3) Sender Driven: The Lossdelay based adjustment algo-
rithm(LDA) [13] isasender driven scheme, wherein thesender
usesRTCP feedback reports from the receiver to learn network
status and consequently adapt the outgoing bandwidth for that
client. The receiver also estimates the bottleneck bandwidth
using the packet pair approach and includes it in its RTCP
report. Like LDA, the D-Rate scheme also uses the packet
pair approach.

In the LDA scheme, a sending rate change is fed back into
the encoder thereby varying the quality. So, when there is
no congestion in the network, the quality that user perceives
is periodically stepped up and when there is congestion it
is brought down to a comparatively very low level (due to
multiplicativedecrease). Hencetheperceived quality fluctuates
(sawtooth waveform) which is not desirable. On the other
hand, the D-Rate scheme tries to avoid a quality drop by
manipulating the sending rate and only as the worst case
reduces quality. Even a quality increase is done only after
building a considerable no congestion state history leading to
a more stable perceived quality. In LDA, RED (Random Early
Detection) is used at the routers to provide a early indication
of congestion by dropping packets. In other words, network
congestion is detected by a perceived loss in quality caused
due to lost packets. In the D-Rate scheme, we use a more
fine granular approach by adopting MECN to track network
backlog. Since the sender is aware of the queue buildup,
the adaptation steps start earlier than in the LDA scheme.
Therefore the sender has a better chance to avoid lost packets
even if it calls for reducing the quality at a earlier stage.

[25] proposes an adaptation technique that performs rate
adaptation independently of quality adaptation. Quality adjust-
ment is done over a longer time scale based on estimation
of available bandwidth. Sending rate adaptation, on the other
hand, is done as a congestion control mechanism over shorter
durations. D-Rateshares itsunderlying principleof decoupling
quality and sending-rate with these methods.

In the Frame Rate Adaptation scheme [12], measures the
available bandwidth and its buffer occupancy to decide the the
list of framesthat theserver will t ransmit. Framesare excluded
on event of packet loss and/or imminent buffer underflow.
Our adaptation scheme gathers more information about the
network and manipulates the sending rate (without changing
the quality) and only as the final step alters the quality.
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B. Control data reduction and delivery schemes

[26] presentsa methodto approximatethe underflow curve.
The authors use MCBA, a bandwidth smoothing algorithm,
to find the smallest set of piece-wise linear segments that
fit between the underflow curve and the same curve shifted
upward by ∆e, the allowable error. Thus, (f̂ − fi) ≤ ∆e.
These linear segments form an approximation of the underflow
curve. The choice of a lower and upper bound onthe frame
size estimate is a result of the fact that this approximation
is used specifically by bandwidth smoothing algorithms. We
position the end pointsof the piecewise linear segmentson the
underflow curve itself. This offers the advantage that for the
samedistancebetween upper and lower boundequal to ∆e our
methodreduces the per-frame error by half, i.e., |f̂−fi| ≤

∆e
2

.
In [27], the authors present a technique to synchronously

deliver MPEG-7 metadata with the video. RTP is used to
deliver video, metadata andto synchronizethem. Theproposed
technique DART can be used to deliver any form of time-
sensitive metadata sychronously to the client. DART has
the additional advantages of being low on control overhead,
network-bandwidth sensitive and low startup overhead.

VI . CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we present a network-aware video streaming
technique that adapts sending rate of the video to match time-
varing network characterstics, client data requirements and
buffer occupancy. We also present a technique to efficiently
deliver metadata, synchronized with the media stream. Simu-
lations show that the proposed techniquescan efficiently adapt
to changes in thenetwork to providebetter perceived QoSthan
schemes that consider sending ratesynonymously with quality.
One key areaof futurework is improvingthe TCP-friendliness
aspect of D-Rate.
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